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 The healing power of Refugee Wolf: a dark and satirical fairy tale 

 

There is little humour in the Australian debate about asylum seekers. It is a debate steeped in 

much fear about “the other”. The public perception is that these foreign persons may be bad. This 

is precisely why I used satire and allegory in my short story Refugee Wolf i in order to de-code 

the messages behind the debate. Refugee Wolf uses the structure of the “The Three Little Pigs”,ii 

and is inspired by Michael Jackson’s song Badiii.  

 Wolves have always been used in fairy tales to represent a malicious force. While 

Michael Jackson’s song played with the idea that even if the main character appeared to be bad, 

they were probably good. Both “The Three Little Pigs” and Bad possess moral codes about 

society. As Professor Zipes states: 

 “Fairy tales have always been truthful metaphorical reflections of the customs of their times 

 — that is, of the private and public reflections of people from different social classes seeking 

 power to determine their livesiv.” 

 Refugee Wolf can be seen through the prism of certain European literary fairy tales, in 

particular, how they deal with the issue of healing. For the purposes of this paper, I have referred 

to Giovan Francesco Straparola’s “The Pig Prince”v; Marie Catherine d’Aulnoy’s “Babiole”vi, 

“The Green Serpent”vii and the Brothers Grimm’s “The Maiden Without Hands”viii. All of these 

fairy tales have a set-up where the central character confronts various obstacles and, in doing so, 

transforms. A common motif is that the central character changes from human form to an animal 

form or they suffer a physical disability. By each story’s conclusion, the character heals and 

becomes human again. This paper will not provide a detailed comparison between each of the 

fairy tales and Refugee Wolf because, on a considered view, I believe it is not necessary. This is 

largely because the main character in Refugee Wolf does not go through a transformation per se. 

Rather, this paper suggests that if society can deeply interpret the sub-text of Refugee Wolf, then 

it has the power to transform the asylum seeker debate. I believe that Australian society can 

intelligently discuss and resolve the complexity of the asylum seeker / refugee issue even though 

there are differing views about them. 

 

Background and set-up of Refugee Wolf 

 

Ironically, I did not know at the time of writing the draft story of Refugee Wolf— almost three 

years ago in 2011 — that I was using a structure which was well established in the tradition of 

the European literary fairy tale. It was only when I joined the Monash Fairy Tale Salonix in late 

2013 that I realised I had been intuitively using such a structure. I am not suggesting my story is 

as literary as those great stories. However, I used the structure of having a central protagonist (a 

wolf named Big Bad Ben) who confronts a problem (he is persecuted by the humans) and he is 

forced to go on a quest on a space shuttle (to seek asylum) in order to resolve his predicament, 

but he encounters various physical and psychological obstacles thrown at him by the pigs who 

control the universe. Many European literary fairy tales use violence as a counterpoint to 
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facilitate the transformation of the central character. This set-up is common to all of the above 

fairy tales. But unlike these fairy tales, there is not a “fairy tale” ending to Refugee Wolf. In terms 

of symbolism, Big Bad Ben represents asylum seekers and refugees. The pigs represent the 

humans who live in a society of excess consumption and who have a fear of asylum seekers and 

refugees. 

 In my author’s note, I said that it was not my intention to undermine the feelings and 

experiences of asylum seekers or refugees. Everyone that I have spoken to considers the asylum 

seeker issue as a serious one. Many people struggle to articulate any broad-based solutions 

because of the complexity of this global issue. Not surprisingly, like Postmodern theory, Refugee 

Wolf does not offer any solutions. Rather, it poses more questions. One question which I have 

difficulty answering is: “What are the deeper underlying causes of the debate?”  

 Australian society is one of the most prosperous in the entire world. In 2013, the OECD 

ranked Australia as having the highest median wealth and second highest average wealth in the 

worldx. With due respect to, and except for, the homeless, the “working poor”, and various other 

groups which are impoverished and socially disadvantaged, the surface of Australian society 

shines brightly.  

 To explore underneath the surface, I used a fairy tale structure by re-inventing “The 

Three Little Pigs”. European literary fairy tales can contain elements that are dark, violent and 

sometimes, comedic. Refugee Wolf has all three. All of the fairy tales also use an element of 

magic. Refugee Wolf does not have magic but uses elements of science fiction in its structure. 

The story is speculative and asks: “What if a wolf was a refugee in the year 2500 A.D?” The 

central character, Big Bad Ben, becomes a refugee after being persecuted by the humans for 

eating too many pigs and he is wrongly convicted under the Excessive Eating Act and lands in 

jail. He escapes from jail and flies on a rickety, old space shuttle to the Planet of Straw, the 

Planet of Sticks and the Planet of McSpaceMansions in order to claim asylum.  

 The set-up is that all of the pigs on the three planets are minority shareholders of We The 

Piggery Inc — a corporation which is seemingly controlled by the Super Hungry Pigs, an elite 

and rich class of pigs that put a drug called Excess into the water supply. As a result, all of the 

pigs in the universe have warm and fuzzy thoughts. But some of the minority shareholders strike 

dodgy deals with the Super Hungry pigs. It is unclear who actually controls the three planets. 

Suffice it to say that all of the pigs love being high on Excess and consume everything. The 

moral of the story is that in a world of over-consumption, there is little prospect of caring about 

anything or anyone, let alone refugees. The great mystery of the story is that the reader is left in 

the dark as to why the wolf is constantly rejected. Big Bad Ben does not introspectively ask, 

“Why me?” As Professor Zipes observesxi, the characters of the European literary fairy tale do 

not know the cause of their predicament. Hence, Refugee Wolf is unstable as a text. The reader is 

forced to interpret the reasons.  

 Polling consistently shows many Australians do not approve of asylum seekers 

attempting to get into Australia by boatxii. I am unaware of any poll regarding a disapproval or 

approval rating on asylum seekers who come to Australia by other means, such as by air. Implicit 

in the debate is the bona fides or otherwise of those who may or may not have the relevant 

documentation to prove their status as refugees. There is an assumption that if one arrives by 

boat, one does not have the requisite documentation. By contrast, if one arrives by plane, there is 
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an assumption that one has some documentation to prove one’s status. Coupled with the question 

of the validity of an asylum seeker’s claims, there is the overarching public perception, rightly or 

wrongly, that they are “queue jumpers” and / or from a religious, cultural or social background 

that is supposedly undesirable. Notwithstanding these issues, a majority of asylum seeker claims 

by those who arrive by boat are eventually accepted and processed by the bureaucratic and legal 

system. 

   

Summary of four European literary fairy tales 

 

Many of the European literary fairy tales are, in fact, hybrids of various folktales and fairy tales 

whose source are non-Europeanxiii. This cross-fertilisation, appropriation and re-invention 

applies to Big Bad Ben. The Big Bad Wolf is a common character prevalent in many fairy tales. 

The name “Ben” comes from Michael Jackson’s song Ben, a song about a boy’s pet rat. Big Bad 

Ben is a larrikin who loves consuming beer with his mates. The irony is that Big Bad Ben is non-

ethnic — he is someone from the dominant group of Australian society. He also has exotic tastes 

and continually craves Vietnamese pork bread rolls. This signifies his own wanton consumerism 

competing with his survival instincts and his inability to get out of a world of greed and excess. 

 

“The Pig Prince”  

 A virtuous king and queen cannot conceive a baby. One day a group of fairies meet the 

queen and declare that she will become pregnant with a son. But the son takes the form of a pig. 

The prince has filthy manners and the fairies declare he will remain in this form until he weds 

three times. The pig prince marries two maidens but he kills them because they reject him. The 

third wife is an impoverished maiden who says to the queen: 

 “There are three wise sayings, gracious lady, that I recall very well. The first is, it is foolish 

 to waste time by searching for something that cannot be found. The second is, we should never 

 trust anything we hear unless it is reasonable and makes sense. The third is, you should learn to 

 appreciate a rare gift and never let it go once you have it in your handsxiv.” 

 One day, the maiden watches the pig prince undressing from his pig costume. The prince 

confesses his identity to the maiden. The king and queen subsequently find out the truth and the 

fairy tale ends happily.  

 

“Babiole” 

 A queen cannot conceive a child. One day, an evil fairy, Fanferluche, predicts that she 

will have a baby and gives the queen a hawthorn, a flower, so that it can be put onto the child’s 

forehead. But the fairy warns her that it will “cost her many tears”. When the hawthorn is put on 

the forehead, the baby turns into a monkey named Babiole. When Babiole becomes older she has 

great intelligence, integrity and can speak with humans. She is desired by the king of monkeys, 
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however, she is not enamoured by him and decides to escape from her parent’s kingdom. Before 

she escapes, she confesses her love to a prince who is human and then she seeks guidance from a 

wise old man. The wise old man tells her to keep one of the gifts, a little glass box containing a 

nut and oil, which the king of monkeys gives her. At one point in the story, Babiole meets her 

aunt, and during a conversation, says: 

 “It’s been my misfortune to be born an ape, and the same cruel fate has given me  the power 

 of understanding that will be my torment as long as I live. What am I to feel when I see myself in 

 a looking glass, a little, ugly black creature with paws covered in hair, a tail, teeth always ready to 

 bite, and at the same time I know that I have a mind, that I possess some taste, refinement and 

 feelingxv.” 

 Fearing imprisonment from everyone, she continues her plight. She cracks open the nut 

and rubs the oil on her skin and transforms into a beautiful princess. But she is captured by 

Fanferluche and is imprisoned in a glass bottle. She is later rescued by the prince with whom she 

is in love with and they marry. 

 

“The Green Serpent” 

 A queen gives birth to twin daughters and one of them, Laidronette, turns into an ugly 

baby because of the spell of a bad fairy, Magotine. When Laidronette turns twelve, she becomes 

more ugly and the king and queen grant her wish to be locked away in a castle. One day, while 

she walks in a forest she stumbles into a green serpent, but who is a handsome king. He tells her: 

 “You had better learn, Laidronette, that the green serpent is not to be despised. I don’t mean to 

 be harsh, but I assure you that he’s less hideous in the eyes of his species  than you are in the 

 eyes of yours. However, I do not desire to anger you but to lighten your sorrows, provided 

 you consentxvi.” 

 She encounters many obstacles, such as being cast out to sea, and travels to a strange land 

called Pagodia that is full of creatures called pagods, the king’s helpers. They are small and 

deformed looking creatures, some without arms, some with broken noses, others without feet. 

During her stay, Laidronette hears the voice of the green serpent but she does not realise that it is 

the king who declares his love for her. The voice of the king woos her and he convinces her to 

marry him. Cast under a spell by Magotine, the King has to take his serpent form for seven years. 

The voice of the king warns her not to be tempted to find out what he really looks like. She 

breaks the rule and the king is forced to remain as a serpent for an extended period in the 

underworld. Magotine makes her wear shoes made of iron and sets Laidronette various 

impossible tasks such as using a spindle to produce fine hair from a spider web and she must fill 

a pitcher with water but it has a hole in it. She must also fill a basket of four leaf clovers and 

travel to the underworld to demand the essence of life from Proserpine. A good fairy helps 

Laidronette overcome all of the tasks. The fairy advises her that some canaries will help mend 

the pitcher and fetch the water to fill it. She rubs the water on her face and turns into a beautiful 

woman.  
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“The Maiden Without Hands” 

 One day, in a forest, a father who is a poor miller makes a deal with the devil and he 

becomes rich by promising to give his daughter to the devil. She has an ability to cry a lot and 

her tears prevent the devil from taking her. The devil tells the father to chop off the girl’s hands. 

After her hands are chopped off, she leaves home and wanders through the forest. She stumbles 

across an orchard of fruit owned by a virtuous king who falls in love and marries her. The king 

constructs for the queen a pair of hands made of silver. Before the king goes to war, they have a 

son. Later, he sends letters to his queen. However, the devil persists by intervening with the 

messenger and the wrong messages are sent back. One of king’s orders, which is a lie, is the 

proposed murder of the queen and their son. The queen escapes and an angel guides her to a 

faraway cottage. Due to her piety, God makes her hands grow back. The sad king travels for 

seven years in search of the queen and then he stumbles across a remote cottage and he re-unites 

with his family. 

 

The process of transformation 

 

 European literary fairy tales express a longing for a Utopian worldxvii. Refugee Wolf is 

only Utopian to the extent that the wolf wants to find a place of sanctuary. The story uses science 

fiction instead of magic as part of its speculative structure. Magic is often used in fairy tales to 

render an improbable aspect to the story. But in Refugee Wolf science fiction is used to discharge 

the same effect. Despite this improbability, science fiction compels the reader to interpret the 

merits and truthfulness of the story.  

 All of the above European literary fairy tales assume that the characters are going to 

obtain something better, something they crave for: marriage, love, a sense of belonging, 

happiness. Each story has a narrative arc where through the course of strenuous obstacles — 

physical and psychological — the character transforms from being human to animal and back to 

human or the character suffers a physical disability. Towards the end of the fairy tales, the 

character experiences healing from their predicament. In the fairy tales, a pivotal character — for 

example, a fairy (“The Pig Prince” / “Babiole” / “The Green Serpent”), a wise old man 

(“Babiole”), or an angel / God (“The Maiden Without Hands”) helps the hero / heroine to 

achieve their goal of being human. The travails they face test their moral fibre and resolve. 

 In Refugee Wolf, Big Bad Ben, seeks help from a disciple of the Masterful Healer before 

he escapes from the humans. It is expected that the disciple is there to help those in trouble but 

the disciple does not help Big Bad Ben at all. The disciple tells Big Bad Ben about the Ancient 

Text of Healing. In this text there is a parable called “The Three Little Pigs”. The moral of the 

original fairy tale is that three heads, when collectively put together, are better than one.  I re-

interpret the moral of  “The Three Little Pigs” by having the disciple of the Masterful Healer — 

a reference to a spiritual being — warn Big Bad Ben not to covet McSpaceMansions. 

McSpaceMansions are described as containing “shopping centres within shopping centres within 

shopping centres, hotels, casinos, villages, yellow brick roads”xviii. They represent a world of 
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excess. The irony is lost on Big Bad Ben when he reflects, “There was probably some hidden 

message in there but buggered if I knew what the story was about”xix.  

 Big Bad Ben is a motif for human desire. Human beings want to improve their lot in life; 

some more so than others and many arguably want to have their cake and eat it too. He 

constantly craves Vietnamese pork bread rolls. His desire is like the desire of the pigs which live 

on the Planet of McSpaceMansions. The pigs on this planet excessively consume physical things 

— for example, the pigs shop in shopping centres which are built within shopping centres which 

are built within more shopping centres. The implied message is that humans cannot escape 

consumerism. The pigs also consume virtual things. All of the pigs on this planet have in-built 

microchips planted in their heads which allows them to consume other pigs’ lives through the 

use of Spacebook (Facebook). Big Bad Ben’s craving renders him as an ambivalent and 

compromised character. Ironically, Refugee Wolf is inverted because Big Bad Ben is weak and 

the pigs which control everything are strong, whereas in “The Three Little Pigs” the wolf is 

supposedly strong while the pigs are seemingly weak. Not surprisingly, at one point in the story 

when Big Bad Ben is rejected by the pigs on the Planet of Straw he reflects on turning into a 

werewolf in order to be more powerful than the pigs. Big Bad Ben is impotent and all he can do 

throughout the whole story is say, “Grrr…” This growling represents the weak position of 

asylum seekers.  

 While Big Bad Ben is powerless against the pigs, it does not necessarily follow that all of 

society will be sympathetic to him as a character, even though he is a refugee to whom a degree 

of sympathy will be conferred. It is not surprising that Big Bad Ben gets no help from the 

disciple of the Masterful Healer, just in the same way the main characters in the European 

literary fairy tales are thwarted by bad fairies or some wicked creature. Big Bad Ben does not get 

help from any of the pigs in charge of each planet — except from the two-headed pig who 

reminds Big Bad Ben of his nanna. While “Nanna” pig is wary of him in the beginning of their 

acquaintance, she warms to him by the end of the story and brings him Vietnamese pork bread 

rolls and beer as he is now permanently stuck in jail. Nanna pig is the only helpful character in 

Refugee Wolf. She acts like the helpful fairy in the “The Green Serpent”, the wise old man in 

“Babiole” and the angel in “The Maiden Without Hands”. The way Big Bad Ben and Nanna pig 

find common ground is their professed affection for martial arts movies, in particular — Chop 

Socky Wolf — a fictional movie. The film symbolises the ability of humans to find common 

ground despite any differences they might have. Martial arts movies usually have a central 

character who has to overcome obstacles and who experiences a transformation. Likewise, 

society is arguably capable of transforming by finding common ground. 

 All of the other pig characters thwart Big Bad Ben’s journey by constantly rejecting him. 

The minority shareholder pigs make deals with the Super Hungry Pigs to consume more Excess. 

They all have warm and fuzzy thoughts because they are constantly high on Excess. It is unclear 

who, in fact, runs the universe. This set-up symbolises how people in society are apparently 

autonomous and free but they are co-opted in a capitalist system into wanting excessive material 

things. It is a complex system which constantly urges everyone to acquire wealth. There is also 

the idea that humans are complex creatures in that their overall desire to survive and prosper can 

arguably overshadow other significant social issues.  
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 The gap in the story is the lack of an explanation why Big Bad Ben is rejected. This is 

because the story urges the reader to interpret the sub-text of why society has differing views on 

asylum seekers. When Big Bad Ben arrives on the Planet of Straw, he is firstly rejected for being 

a beer drinker; then secondly, when he arrives on the Planet of Sticks he is rejected for not 

having enough money — even though he has a gambling chip which is worth a gazillion dollars; 

and thirdly, when he arrives on the Planet of McSpaceMansions, he is rejected for not 

subscribing to a social networking site, Spacebook (Facebook). These obstacles symbolise 

various forms of prejudice inherent in the darker elements of society, but the story is unclear as 

to which types of prejudice are at play. On the Planet of McSpaceMansions, there is a fight 

between Big Bad Ben and Fang-sta the prankster, a robotic wolf which is programed to respond 

to a fear of foreigners. Fang-sta the prankster symbolises one of the many hurdles asylum seekers 

encounter when trying to reach their place of asylum regardless of where they might make their 

claim in the world. 

 There are also psychological barriers in the form of various LCD signs which appear 

throughout the text to de-stabilise Big Bad Ben. For example:  

 “Beware of refugee wolves which say let me in let me in…”xx;  

 “Happy as a pig in mud but we’re scared of being swamped by refugee wolves!!!”xxi; and 

 “What’s the time, Mr Wolf? Time to go back to where you came from!”xxii. 

 The first sign is an allusion to “The Three Little Pigs” fairy tale where the wolf demands 

“Little pig, little pig, let me in let me in…” which is a play on the repetitive demand stated by the 

wolf in the fairy tale. This symbolises the desire of refugees to make a claim for asylum. The 

second reference uses an idiom to highlight the irony of the debate in terms of an aspirational 

society wanting a high quality of life but feeling uneasy about the overcrowding of people from 

foreign countries migrating into their world, regardless of whether they are refugees or not. The 

third is an allusion to the children’s game where kids ask, “What’s the time, Mr Wolf?” As the 

kids approach the child who pretends to be the wolf, the wolf eventually says, “It’s dinner time”. 

These allusions highlight the tension in the asylum seeker debate regarding how some parts of 

society approve of asylum seekers while other parts of society are reluctant to approve of them or 

do not unconditionally approve of them. Despite all of these obstacles, it is only Nanna pig that 

represents the more sympathetic element of society. 

 Refugee Wolf is, on one level, the antithesis of the European literary fairy tales 

summarised above. While the story is Utopian in the sense that the wolf wants something better 

—  namely, asylum — Big Bad Ben realises by the end of the story that he is trapped in a 

Dystopian universe but continues watching Chop Socky Wolf with the remote hope of being 

accepted as a refugee.  

 The asylum seeker debate is arguably like a vortex. Comments from all parts of society 

get sucked into it and the debate swirls around without context and deep reflection. This is why 

there is a character called Omni-Vortexa that lives on the Planet of McSpaceMansions. It is the 

last obstacle that is in the way of Big Bad Ben. Omni-Vortexa is a three-headed robotic pig that 

represents society having a debate about population growth, immigration and refugees. Its left 

forehead is tattooed with the words, “We’re Not Full”xxiii, while its right forehead is tattooed 
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with “We’re Full”xxiv. Its middle forehead is tattooed with the word, “Bouncer”xxv. The word 

“omni” in Latin means all, to be present everywhere, and “vortex” means a black hole. The two 

words put together are a dark play on words. Omni-Vortexa, in fact, serves as a bouncer. It has 

bulging muscles and carries a ghetto blaster and wears a diamond necklace. It also represents the 

chorus of voices in society which reject asylum seekers. Similarly, in the European literary fairy 

tales, the equivalent destabilising obstacles are: Fanferluche (“Babiole”) and Magotine (“The 

Green Serpent”) — both are bad fairies, and the devil (“The Maiden Without Hands”). 

 Omni-Vortexa challenges Big Bad Ben’s asylum application. He is forced to chant a 

mantra — “I’m a wolf and love veggies.”xxvi Is this indicative of Big Bad Ben’s transformation 

— his being healed, thus fitting into the world of the pigs, and by extension, the world of the 

humans? Probably not. This is because Big Bad Ben is warned by Omni-Vortexa that if he really 

wants to be part of the Planet of McSpaceMansions he must be de-fanged. This symbolises the 

expectation of many people in Australian society that immigrants and refugees ought to conform 

with mainstream society to a reasonable degree. There is tension in the story because Big Bad 

Ben reflects, “My fangs were what make me tick — I wasn’t changing for no-one”xxvii. Big Bad 

Ben is reluctant to change his larrikin identity like many immigrants and refugees who arguably 

struggle with this expectation to conform. It is noted that many successfully embrace this 

challenge. Nevertheless, Big Bad Ben is conflicted. He has a voracious appetite for Vietnamese 

pork bread rolls which symbolises his co-opted position in a society of excess. This conundrum 

is arguably representative of society not wanting to consume less in the immediate future.  

 

 

 

Professor Zipes’ quote at the start of this paper is relevant because the asylum seeker debate is 

paralysed by a multitude of competing voices in society. The refugee narrative is more than just 

a story about the seeker, the person who goes on a quest for asylum. It is a story about the kind 

of society we live in. When I speak to people about refugees, many of them struggle to 

understand the interconnectedness of issues. They have difficulty seeing the interaction of a 

frenzied consumer society and how that causes them to behave; they struggle with how 

capitalism, as an economic system, forces one to continually think of one-self and how that 

might impact on others. The asylum seeker / refugee narrative is a subset of the immigration 

narrative. Society subconsciously and consciously perceives a fear of the other. Do we as a 

society fear losing out on something? Do we fear that someone foreign will one day take our 

job? Do we fear that someone foreign might buy a bigger and nicer house than ours? Do we fear 

that someone foreign will demand more resources and thereby deprive us of a quality lifestyle? 

Do we fear that someone foreign will not be able to adapt to mainstream society because of their 

cultural, social or religious background? 

 The wolf is the embodiment of our base instincts to survive. A refugee has similar 

instincts. This paper focusses on the darker elements of European literary fairy tales which 

propel the main character to go on a journey of obstacles with the result of them being healed. 

By contrast, Big Bad Ben’s journey elicits neither transformation nor healing of him. Moreover, 

he ends up confined in jail that is situated on the Planet of McSpaceMansions. In an act of 
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kindness, Nanna pig brings some Vietnamese pork bread rolls which it shares with Big Bad Ben. 

Then, Big Bad Ben jokingly asks, “You like pork rolls?” Unexpectedly, Nanna pig gulps down 

the Vietnamese pork bread roll saying [I] “eat them all the time”xxviii. Previously, Nanna pig had 

told Big Bad Ben that she loved to consumed virtual things on Spacebook. She said, “On 

Spacebook you can consume all of your friend’s lives, replay them, pretend to be someone else 

and pick up hot dates, watch your friends going to the toilet…”xxix This final scene reinforces the 

underlying theme of the story: a world and society full of excess and over-consumption of 

physical and virtual things leaves little room for caring about anything or anyone, let alone 

refugees or asylum seekers. Refugee Wolf satirically uses the structure of “The Three Little Pigs” 

to help break down barriers in the discussion of asylum seekers. The moral of this fairy tale is 

that if pigs can work together as a group to find solutions in difficult circumstances, then perhaps 

we as a society can resolve the complex issues in the asylum seeker / refugee debate in a positive 

light. The world regards Australian society as being fair and very capable of accepting asylum 

seekers and refugees. By being more accepting, Australian society and other societies in the 

world which face similar issues could experience a greater sense of healing and transformation. 
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